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Since 2008, the IKI of the Federal Ministry for the 
 Environment, Nature Conservation and  Nuclear 
 Safety (BMU) has been financing climate and 
 bio diversity projects in developing and newly 
 industrialising countries, as well as in countries in 
transition. The IKI is a key element of Germany’s 
 climate financing and the funding commitments  
in the framework of the Conventions on Climate  
(UNFCCC) and Biological Diversity (CBD).

The IKI Portfolio
Since its establishment, the IKI has launched more 
than 600 climate and biodiversity projects. The total 
project volume from 2008 to the end of 2017 amounts 
to 2.7 billion euros. The resour ces for international 
 climate and biodiversity activities have grown steadily 
since the programme was launched.

Source: BMU
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together
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The four IKI funding areas:

Mitigating greenhouse gas emissions
The IKI supports its partner countries in 
 implementing their Nationally Determined 
Contribu tions (NDCs) and developing eco-

nomic structures that avoid greenhouse gas emissions. 
This includes using renew  able energies, in creasing 
 energy efficiency and reducing ex treme ly climate- 
damaging fluorinated greenhouse gases (F-gases) as  
well as  sustainable mobility and city planning.

Adapting to the impacts of climate change
This support focuses on Ecosystem-based 
 Adaptation (EbA) and climate-related risk 
manage ment instruments, such as innovative 

insurance schemes, as well as the develop ment and 
 implementation of National Adaptation Planning (NAP) 
and adaptation components of NDCs.

Conserving natural carbon sinks / REDD+
The IKI supports partner countries in the 
practical implementation of the international 
mechanism for reducing emissions from 

defore station and forest degradation in developing 
countries (REDD+) as well as projects to support the 
 approach of forest and landscape restoration (FLR) as 
part of the Bonn Challenge. 

Conserving biological diversity
This concerns implementation of the targets of 
the Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011–2020 
(Aichi Targets) of the international Convention 

on Biological Diversity. IKI projects directly implement 
measures for the conservation, restoration and sustainable 
use of eco systems and critical habitats. They provide par-
tic ular support in developing and implementing national 
biodiversity strategies and action plans (NBSAPs).
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•  agenda setting

•  Facilitating exchange 

•  contributing experiences  
from piloting and  

implementation on site

german federal imple
menting  organisations,  
nongovern mental  organ isa 
tions, business enterprises, 

 development banks, international 
and multi lateral organi sations, 

universities and research 
 institutes
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•  Policy advice 

•  Technical cooperation 

•  Financing mechanisms 

•  capacity building 

•  Knowledge platforms 
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